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From launch players can be seen hurtling toward the ball, grappling with their opponents and
winning their own and their opponents’ headers. The improvements created as a result of
“HyperMotion” are especially evident in the passing and shooting mechanics that adapt to

players’ natural movement. For example, instead of players having to slow their movements to
manipulate the ball, the ball now behaves as a body part and players can make it do their

bidding. “In every area of the game, fans want more realism, more creativity, more passing
and shooting physics, and all of this has been accomplished in FIFA 22,” said Raphael, Vice

President of FIFA Business Development. “The new ‘HyperMotion’ technology was created for
FIFA as a priority project that makes the game look and feel even more realistic.” The new

“hyper-realistic” graphics will be instantly noticeable when FIFA 22 is launched for PC,
PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch, Google Stadia and Oculus Go this September.
Alongside the brand new “HyperMotion” engine, FIFA 22 will deliver the most realistic,

authentic player animations ever seen in a FIFA game. “We were just as excited about the
journey to bring the new player animations to life as we were about the ‘HyperMotion’
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technology in FIFA 22,” said Javier Minana, Senior Gameplay Engineer at EA Sports. “They’re so
much more than just new faces. As players put their bodies through hundreds of new

animations, their faces express the stress, sadness, joy and pride of real players. “ To capture
authentic player movement the FIFA development team travelled to England to work directly

with professional players and coaches at Premier League clubs and the English FA. The
‘HyperMotion’ team even got to share a few pints at a Premier League team’s training session.
The FIFA 22 team started their work from the ground up, looking at how real players move and

interact in everyday life to create a game that models the speed, power, intensity and
technical skill that you would see in the real game. They spent hundreds of hours studying

movement data recorded from live matches. The data collected from the motion capture suits
was used to create real-life animations for players, including ball physics, player collisions and
ball touches. The animations in FIFA 22 introduce new and improved animations for tackles,
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Fifa 22 Features Key:

Play with the World's Best in Motion. Take your enjoyment of the beautiful game to
another level with FIFA 22, the world's first game to stream gameplay in real-time with
22 players on-field at once. Using motion-capture technology acquired from 14
professional real-life football players playing a full-length match in realistic fatiguing
conditions on four cameras, it is now possible to connect one's thumbs to the
gameplay. Create a better match for yourself by using moving players to create more
opportunities in the game. Create your team online or on your console, and see and
hear your effort in real-time when players approach the ball. Ultimate Team is a world
first in video games and is sure to bring fans of the beautiful game to their ultimate
destination.
Smarter control. Become a true FIFA pro with more ways to control the ball than ever
before. Switch from a Side Control to a Standard or Dive version at any time. Continue
to progress with Speed Control. And pass to avoid pressure, watch the ball float in mid-
air and feel the ball drop just for you.
Real-Time Player Authenticity. With device-specific individuality comes a more
realistic rendering of the top FIFA footballers in motion. Every player will look and
perform like his teammates, providing a true world of soccer for your enjoyment.
The most realistic crowd sounds in video games. Improve your games by taking
advantage of crowd atmosphere sounds in real-time. Add your unique roar as you run
in, head to head as you get tight and face your opponents. Breathe in the truth of what
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it is like to be a spectator at the game of your dreams.
Player models and behaviors come to life. Every player undergoes a full real-time
individual fatigue and agility update during games. Their skills, reactions and touches
are now more realistic than ever. Now use a new fatigue system to help players cope
with stamina levels that fully reflect reality. Watch them tire on the pitch as you go
head to head with the best in the world. Adjust their fatigue within the game on the
player sheet.
Every decision is better. With more game settings available than any previous FIFA
title, there’s now an abundance of choice when playing 
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FIFA® 21 joins the celebration of EA SPORTS’ 20th anniversary as the award-winning
franchise celebrates it’s biggest milestones to date. FIFA 21 features fundamental
gameplay advances like new first-touch choices, automated shooting, second-hit
chances, wider positioning in defensive rebounds and X-Factor moments. You can now
score from set plays, including set-piece goals and penalty kicks; and your teammates
can now help you out on corner kicks and free kicks. In addition to all the new features,
EA SPORTS also revisited three of FIFA’s most popular modes this year: The FUT Draft,
FUT Champaign and FUT World Tours. -The New Generation of FUT Draft: The one-and-
only draft from FIFA 17 makes its long-awaited return. Players can now scout your
entire squad and prepare for their draft based on their ranking, traits, history and more.
-FIFA Ultimate Team Champaign: FUT Champaign introduced a new feature that allows
you to craft your ultimate dream Champaign squad. You can now create a
Championship-ready squad in a range of different formations and performances based
on your vision of your ideal team. -FIFA World Tours: This year’s World Tours returns for
one more adventure in one of football’s most popular destinations. Learn how to
manage your entire roster and scout the best players from all over the world for your
World Tour. Powered by Football™ FIFA adds refined control schemes, a new
customization system and universal controls to bring the game closer to the real-life
experience. FIFA 21 features the intelligence and flexibility of Frostbite™ on a new
generation of game engines. New situational intelligence allows you to anticipate and
react to match scenarios before they happen on the pitch. FIFA 21 allows you to
respond with a pre-determined movement plan or tactics to changing situations, as you
make each decision dynamically the instant the situation changes. The flexible and
strategic intelligence now embedded in the game enables smarter planning, decisive
execution and fluid play. New control options FIFA 21 now features custom settings on
the pitch. You can now choose from a new fullscreen Control Pad, touchscreen Control
Pad and D-Pad and additionally, you can toggle the D-Pad virtual control stick between
the sides of the screen and the bottom of the screen. New bc9d6d6daa
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Build a squad of the top players in the world, compete online and play exhibition
matches against FIFA club teams. Add or upgrade existing players with ultimate player
progression and select the cards you want to use, mix and match from more than 550
authentic player signatures in the new Player Intelligence system. Get the cards, put
them in your FIFA Ultimate Team and compete in online and local multiplayer in unique
tournaments. You’ll be able to earn even more rewards, including coins and new items,
as you play and progress your team. Be a Zlatan – In “Be a Zlatan” mode, challenge the
world’s greatest to become the best player in the world. Beat a single player or multiple
opponents all the way to becoming a legend. Gold Players – Add career-changing
players who will change the dynamics of your team forever. Their presence can also be
used to re-build your squad. Ultimate Ball Skills – In addition to the new ball control
skills, FIFA 22 introduces world-class ball skills. Speed up and slow down the ball and
find the critical passing opportunities to score and assist more goals. New Commentary
– Four voices lead the commentary in FIFA 22 including producer Alex Tyson, analyst
Alfredsson, and the returning Gerrard and Lampard. FIFA Ultimate Team – Career Mode
Live out your dreams as both a manager and a player in FIFA 22. Create the newest
club in FIFA, design your kits, style your stadium, and choose whether to compete with
the elite or rise up from the lower divisions as you manage your club to glory. Or test
your skills as a player, with a more immersive Player Career mode that gives you more
ways to progress, achieve, and immerse yourself in your Pro’s journey through the
game. Play Your Way – Build a squad of the top players in the world, compete online
and play exhibition matches against FIFA club teams. Add or upgrade existing players
with ultimate player progression and select the cards you want to use, mix and match
from more than 550 authentic player signatures in the new Player Intelligence system.
Get the cards, put them in your FIFA Ultimate Team and compete in online and local
multiplayer in unique tournaments. You’ll be able to earn even more rewards, including
coins and new items, as you play and progress your team. Unlockable Players – The
FIFA 22 Player card set unlocks a variety of high-performance, high-impact players
including Costa Rica's Óscar Ramí

What's new in Fifa 22:

FIFA Ultimate Team – Expect to be more immersed
in your FIFA 22 experience. Ten legendary
footballers have been added to the game’s
Ultimate Team roster, including Christiano
Ronaldo, Philippe Coutinho, Andrea Pirlo and
more.
Goalkeeper AI
Team of the Year containing legends of the game
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New Player Improvement System (“NPS”) that
provides players with new upgrade options and
training techniques
FIFA 22 features the best of both worlds; intuitive
mechanics and controls adapted for high-speed
gameplay, authentic human-physique replicating
players, creating a deep gameplay experience for
casual and dedicated gamers alike
EA SPORTS FIFA 22 features New ball, unique feel
and a variety of play styles.
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FIFA is the world's leading football video game
franchise which continues to attract millions of players
around the world. FIFA is synonymous with excellence
and innovation. FIFA's philosophy is to deliver an
authentic football simulation. Whether you're a
seasoned veteran, or new to the game, FIFA is always
striving to offer something new and exciting on a
yearly basis. Every year, hundreds of millions of
players around the world get into the FIFA spirit and
choose a team of their favourite players, against their
friends, in their clubs, on their home and away team
sheets. A whole new generation of players is
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introduced to FIFA, as the game evolves to meet new
challenges in its continuing mission to always strive to
make the world's #1 football game better. Game
Features AI-made decision-making and build-up play
from both players and teams. A near-exhaustive
amount of content, including unique and licensed
player and stadium models, and completely reworked
challenges and story modes. New Dynasty Mode, which
offers players the opportunity to relive the glory years
of their favourite club. Completely reworked Ultimate
Team, making the system more intuitive and rewarding
for all skill levels. Brand-new broadcast presentation
and increased simulation of game situations. Expanded
career mode, where players can change their clubs,
countries, and managers throughout their career. Play
as 11 different countries in 5 continents and over 70
different clubs. Returning features such as Create-a-
Club and The Journey. In 2013 FIFA reaches new
heights with its latest installment, FIFA 14, which
reworked the football gaming experience across the
board. FIFA 14 launched the beginning of 2013 with 7
MILLION players on its launch day alone, kicking off a
year of new features and epic matches for the FIFA
series. Fans can expect the same strategy, action and
innovation that made EA SPORTS FIFA the #1 football
game. Content on Discs 1 and 2 Visuals FIFA 15
features a brand new graphical engine. The game will
feature fully-integrated lighting, reflections, new
player animations and improved visual effects. Players
will no longer be stuck in the animation freeze that
characterised past iterations. "The engine behind FIFA
15 remains a single graphic element, but we've
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improved the output of the results to deliver a game
that looks great and runs at a
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